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Abstract— Electromyographic prosthesis with higher 

degrees of freedom is an expanding area of research. In 
this paper, active prosthesis with four degrees of freedom 
has been investigated, which can be used to fit a limb with 
amputation below elbow. The system comprises of multi-
channel inputs which correspond to the flexion and 
extension as well as supination and pronation. To find 
maximum surface neural activity, accurate placement of 
electrodes has been carried out on 10 subjects aged 
between 22-30 years. Signals (0-500 hertz) acquired from 
contracting voluntary muscles with minimum cross talk 
and common mode noise. Clean filtered EMG signal is 
then amplified precisely. Finally digitization is being done 
to drive bionic hand. Practical demonstration on a simple 
DC motor proved providential using this method for the 
two motions of an actual human arm. EMG Signals 
emanating from muscles dedicated to individual fingers 
have been recorded. Moreover modern classifiers; KNN 
and NN have been investigated carefully with selected 
features through different time and noise levels.  
 

Keywords- Electromyography (EMG), flexion, extension, 

amplification, supination, pronation, KNN (K nearest neighbor), 

NN (neural network).  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The field of study that deals with the detection (from 

needle, cup and surface electrodes), analysis (from picoscope) 
and the use of electrical signals (for active prosthesis) is 
known as Electromayography (EMG). It involves techniques 
for analysis and recording the surface activity which produce 
electric potential by skeletal muscles [1]. The device which 
records EMG signals is called electromyograph. An 
electromayograph detects the electrical potential generated by 
muscle cells when these are contracted or neurologically 
activated [2]. 

   To develop innovative upper limb prosthesis, the real 
challenge is to incorporate the device with intuitive, intelligent 
and human like system without losing its functionality having 
high deftness [3]. EMG surface activity stimulated by 
voluntary contraction of the targeted muscle considered as the 
intention of the mayo-electric prosthesis user [4]. Most 
commonly Mean Absolute Value (MAV) is used to determine 
the intension of the user, in which the absolute value of EMG 
signal is compared with predetermined threshold value. 

Human body consists of muscles, composed of fibers 

having motor points on it. These points when activated 
generate motor point active potential. A motor unit (MU) is 
defined as an anterior horn cell, its axon and the muscle fibers 
innervated by the motor neuron [5]. Motor unit action 
potential (MUAP) is a train of pulses or summation of a group 
of muscle fiber action potential (MFAP) where superimposed 
information of muscle and generated pulses is determined by 
each (MFAP).As long as force is maintained or even increased 
motor unit generates pulses continuously and resultantly 
muscle contracts [6]. Motor points remain activated as long as 
muscles are being contracted, This continuous activation of 
motor points superimpose to form EMG signal, when muscle 
exerts more force greater number of motor points are activated 
, so we can conclude that lifting a heavy weight fires more 
motor points that lifting a lighter weight. 

There are many factors which affect the EMG signals 
emanating from the muscles, important aspects are the type of 
muscle contraction that is occurring and the type of electrode 
used for the detection of these signals, Judicious application of 
recognized basis which can accurately identify the innervation 
zone with bounding effects of noise and cross talk providing 
immotility in signal and normalization of its amplitude which  
further enhance the single by removing the effect of many 
other variables [7].  EMG signal emanated can be used as a 
symptom about: contraction of muscle, force produced when 
muscle is being activated and tell us the fatigue variable of the 
targeted muscle. 

Advance electronics and micro controller based designs 
brought new revolution is active prosthesis giving more 
degree of freedom to the designer. More movements and 
muscle activation can be controlled with the help of filter 
algorithms giving more functionality and maneuverability to 
the user.  

II. MEASURING DEVICES  
EMG due to its vast biomedical application becomes an 

interest of many researches working in the field of prosthetics 
[8]. Non-invasive techniques are the most desirable and 
applicable technique for measuring EMG signals with help of 
electrode. Which can be categorized in dry and gel type 
electrodes [9]. 

 Gelled electrode contains gel between skin and the 
measuring electrode. These gelled electrodes are mostly 
disposable and not very feasible as it cannot be used for longer 
periods of time. Dry electrodes do not contain such medium 
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and can be used for longer periods of time, which are ideal for 
active prosthesis. 

Dry electrodes are further divided in to two types: active 
and passive. Passive electrodes do not require energy or 
current for their activation. Active electrodes require energy or 
current for their activation, these electrodes often having high 
input impedance and pre-amplification circuitry attached to it.   
It’s important to prepare test subjects properly before testing 
[10]. Skin surface should be clean, hairs should be removed to 
avoid artifacts and electrode should be stationed properly 
holding its place. Gelled electrodes were used in this research 
with self-designed circuitry. 

III. SIGNAL ACQUISTION AND POSITIONING OF 
EMG ELECTRODES 

Positioning of EMG electrode and acquisition of required 
signal is an important feature of active prosthesis. Gelled 
electrodes which were used in the study were carefully place 
on the belly of the muscle, each electrode placed 1-2 cm from 
each other. The established location of electrodes is between 
innervation zone and the tendinous insertion [11].  

Noise reduction is done for further enhancement of the 
acquired signal then this signal is send to an instrumentation 
amplifier for amplification purposes. Referenced signal must 
be acquired, which is isolated electrically and must be 
distanced from targeted muscle, the most desirable place for 
reference electrode is the neck or  it should be unrelated to the 
muscles of forearm. 

Placement of electrodes on the targeted muscles is an 
important part; small difference from the motor point can 
bring drastic effect on the amplitude of the signal. For flexion 
of hand; flexor digitorum profundus, which fans out in to four 
tendons connected to each of four fingers except thumb, is 
preferred muscle for the placement of electrode and for the 
extension, it should be on extensor digitorium communis. 
Individual signals from each finger have also been observed 
by placing electrode on the associated muscle of each finger. 

 
Figure1. General placement of surface EMG and reference electrodes. 
 
For flexion of thumb, preferred location of electrode is on 

flexor pollicis longus, for its extension electrode should be 
placed on extensor pollicis longus. In case of pinkie, middle 
and ring finger electrode should be placed precisely on flexor 

carpi ulinaris, flexor carpi radialis and flexor palmaris longus 
respectively. Similarly for the extension of these fingers, 
electrode should be on extensor carpi ulinaris. 

Index finger which is the most dexterous and sensitive 
finger controlling several motions of hand, for its flexion, 
flexor digitorum superficialis is the preferred location of 
electrode placement and for extension, recommended muscle 
is extensor inidcis.  

IV. NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUE 
EMG signal has very low signal to noise (SNR) ratio, many 
factor bring about these disturbances, and one of the major 
portion of these noises are cardiac artifacts or 
Electrocardiography (ECG). Non-stationary nature of EMG 
signals keeps the amplitude ratio between EMG signals and 
cardiac artifacts variable. 
    A signal processing technique based on finite impulse 
response (FIR) adapter filter can be employed to reduce noise 
in which multi-electrode array is used for signal acquisition 
purposes [12]. In this method referencing is done with respect 
to ECG signals then adaptive filter is applied to reduce power 
line disturbances. 
 

A. Noise Reference Estimation 

 

    Acquired signal Z (t) at the surface of the skin composed of 
EMG signal ( )in t and ECG signal ( )is t . Band filter (20Hz: 
40Hz) is then applied to the summation of the signal. 
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Where 
( )in t Acquired Electromyographic (EMG) signal 

( )is t Acquired Electrocardiographic (ECG) signal 
N= Electrodes attached to limb 
Autocorrelation function is given as  
Putting equation 1 in 2 
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As ECG and EMG signal has no co-relation so above equation 
reduces. 
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High correlation of ECG signal at electrode channel yields  
l m  
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The above equation proves that the signal to noise ratio 
increase N times greater if we use array of electrode for the 
acquisition of EMG signals. 
 

B. Adaptive Filtering 

Power line interference is one of the major causes which 
decrease the quality of EMG signal significantly [13]. 
Adaptive filter can be really helpful in attenuating these 
interferences. 
    Raw EMG signal contains power line interferences under 
60Hz. If we know the characteristic of noise, a filter can be 
designed to reduce that noise with high efficiency [14]. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y k x k n k s k n k n k
  

      
 

Where 
( )y k Output signal of noise canceler 
( )x k  Input raw signal 

( )n k


Noise estimate 
( )n k Noise influence on input raw signal ( )x k  

With the help of noise estimate, noise influence on the 
acquired signal can be minimized; the estimate noise can be 
deduced by finite impulse response (FIR) adaptive filter 
through which a sample of noise is given as input to the 
controller.  
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Figure2. Block diagram of Adaptive filter 

V. MODERN CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES 
    After the amplification, classification of these EMG signals 
is done to identify the user’s intended motion. Many authors 

investigated these classification strategies Sebelius et al. [15] 
and Paul et al. [16] are one of those who faced and 
investigated the issue of real-time implementation of   
artificial active prosthesis. Segmentation, in accordance with a 
flexion of the dedicated muscle, Pattern recognition, Feature 
extraction, Classification of signals and simulating actual 
prosthesis were the main subject of issue during the study 
[17]. Here Neural Network and K nearest neighbor classifiers 
have been studied. 

A. Neural Network Classifier 

    In the recent past most of the study has been done on 
multichannel signal processing. The electromyogrphic 
signals from the multi-channel data acquisition system will 
increase the classification efficiency with the increase in 
classification accuracy but with increase of diminishing 
effect in signals if the number of channels is increase to 4 or 
more [18]. 
    Many researchers have chosen multi-channel that is 
multiple electrode can be used to perform some specific 
function with only designated electrodes but some want to 
move further ahead by leaving aside this strategy. 
Furthermore the number of classes can be increased to 
increase the classification accuracy. It is understood that the 
accuracy will decrease because of the nature of accuracy and 
when the output data flowing through different channels 
increase which affects the quality of signal by affecting its 
feature space. Therefore increasing number of channels will 
certainly affect its feature space assimilated with each class 
[19]. 

    A back-propagation neural network is the solution of the   
discussed problem, in which the EMG signal are acquired for 
different hand movement earlier defined which can be flexion, 
extension, supination and pronation or else. Calculated Time 
frequency based parameters can be used as input to  this 
classifier ,Which can be Wavelet transform, Moving Average, 
Auto regression, Root Mean Square, Fast Fourier Transform, 
Variance, Standard deviation, Slope Sign Change, Willson 
Amplitude, Zero crossing, Wave Length. Selection of these 
features is the most important part of neural theory. Selecting 
relevant features gives the pattern which then can further be 
easily classified.  

B. K  Nearest Neighbor Classifier 

     Neural Network classifier is considered as slow and time 
consuming. K nearest neighbor can be used to get accurate 
results in span to time. In this classification technique, the 
reference vectors from all the required motions can be used to 
calculate the distance between the input vectors of present 
state [20]. 
KNN first assigns class to the un-known events which 
represents majority of its nearest neighbors. Assignment of 
class is based on most suitable pattern nearest to the system 
measured on the basis of  Eculidean distance. Labeling is done 
to classify segment that is most frequently represented among 
the K nearest neighbor. At the end decision is made on the 
basis of taking a vote and by examining the labels. 
Discriminative approach been employed in KNN which is 
more suitable when reliable probabilistic densities are difficult 
to find. 
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VI. EXPERIMENTATION AND PROCEDURE 
Acquired signal from the electrodes have frequency that 

ranges between 0-500 Hz which have noise from different 
sources such as cross talk, artifacts and above all power line 
sources. These noise ranges from 50-60 Hz which has to be 
removed before amplification is done. Signal is acquired from 
two electrodes which are 1-2cm apart from each other; the 
signal common to both is rejected with the help of differential 
amplifier. The amplitude of the acquired signal ranges from 0-
20mV. 

Amplification is one of the most important steps in active 
prosthesis done with the help of instrumentation amplifier; this 
amplification can be achieved with INA 121. It is an IC which 
has vast applications in biomedical field, which has ability to 
amplify up to 10,000 times [21]. Once the detection of EMG 
signals is achieved through sensing electrodes, differential 
technique is employed with the help of operational amplifier 
to achieve first step in amplification [22]. 

 
Figure3. Differential Amplifier is device which rejects the common signal 

of both the inputs provided to it. 
 
Acquired analog signal whose frequency ranges form 50-

200 Hz and amplitude varies form 0-5 volt obtained after 
carrying out the above mentioned procedure. This analog 
signal has to be converted in to digital signal with the help of 
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) which is commonly used 
in modern electronics. During digitization following things 
have to be kept in mind resolution, range of conversion and 
the sampling rate. The maximum voltage which an ADC can 
convert in to digital format is known as range of conversion. 
Sampling rate is kept high for the minimum loss of data; 
dynamic range of conversion is kept high which keep the 
amplification output small. 

In the study 16 bit ADC has been used which come as a 
peripheral with ATMEGA16 microcontroller [23]. This has 
multiple channels with on chip-2 cycle multiplier. Above 
information completely fulfill our requirement for amplified 
signal between 1-4.8 volts. As flexion and extension of hand 
take place, signal after amplification is put into mentioned 
microcontroller for further digitization and motor control. 
ADC convert amplified analog signal it to digital format, 
where reference of the ADC is given 5 volts. 

Thresholding technique is applied for the controlling 
different movements. Peak values are measured from each 
targeted muscle and threshold value is selected, threshold 

value must be 2 volts less than the peak value in case of 
flexion and extension. As the targeted muscles fire, the motor 
unit get excited, signal detected by the gelled electrodes, pre-
amplification is done with differential amplifier, noise is 
reduced by using high pass filter, then the amplification is 
done with mentioned instrumentation amplifier, ADC convert 
this amplified analog signal in to digital signal which is 
between 0-5 volts and  send it further for processing. 

 Comparison is being done between threshold value and the 
system value, as it passes the threshold value it gives the 
output as 1 which moves the motor in the desired direction. 
Same procedure can be repeated for desired motion of 
supination and pronation by assigning different motor points 
on the targeted muscle. With accurate placement of electrodes, 
we can able to differentiate between the motions for all the 
fingers, hence giving more functionality as well degree of 
freedom to the patient. Here are some experimental results 
after finger classification being done with the help of gelled 
electrodes.  

   
S.No 

Fingers and 
Hand 
movements 

Acquired peak 
voltage level  
before 
contracting 

Acquired peak 
voltage level 
after 
contracting 

1 Hand Flexion 0.16 V 4.8 V 

2 Hand 
Extension 

0.12 V 4.6 V 

3 Index finger 
Flexion 

0.5 V 1.8 V 

4 Thumb 
Flexion 

0.6  V 3.8 V 

5 Ring finger 
Flexion 

0.2  V 3.1 V 

TABLE: VOLTAGE LEVELS AFTER AMPLIFICATION 
    
 Table shows different voltage levels from different muscles of 
hand and fingers which were explained earlier, these signals 
were acquired after amplification, we can set the threshold 
between these two peak values for which the motor can be 
derived for the predefined value, that value should be nearer to 
peak value contracting value. 
     

ELECTRODE 1

ELECTRODE 2

PRE-AMPLIFICATION

(DIFFERENTIAL 

AMPLIFIER)

NOISE REDUCTION

(BAND PASS FILTER)

AMPLIFICATION

(INSTRUMENTATION 

AMPLIFIER)

DIGITIZATION

(ADC)

MICROCONTROLLER

(ATMEGA16)

MOTOR DRIVE

(DC MOTOR)

ARTIFICIAL LIMB

(BIO-MECHANICAL)

REFERENCE

ELECTRICALLY 

ISOLATED

 
Figure4. Block diagram indicating all step involved in active prosthesis 
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The amplitude of EMG signal emanating from belly of the 
muscles varies person to person. A muscular man can emanate 
EMG signal of more amplitude than a normal man. 
Acquisition of superimposed signals, amplitude from the 
contracting muscles will be higher as compared to isolated 
muscle that is valid in case of flexion and extension. It will 
have low amplitudes when placed on the dedicated muscle for 
each fingers. The given study is taken on normal built. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
    A novel method for flexion and extension of mechanical 
arm is successfully achieved with the help of EMG. Electrode 
placement on the targeted muscle for the clean signal is 
necessary. During study it was revealed that each muscle form 
a set pattern of signal whenever the flexion or extension take 
place. Extracting the statistical features from EMG signals for 
classifying the motions through described classifiers, different 
wavelet function can be used for enhancing the classification 
rate. Amplitude of EMG signal varies as number of muscles 
fire increase or decrease. This study is a step forward towards 
achieving active prosthesis which is not only light weight, cost 
effective but also a successful replacement of upper limb 
amputation. Noise reduction techniques have been emphasized 
for future work. 
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